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i. A PHYSICAL IRTRODUCTION TO RENYA 

The Republic of Kenya covers an area of 564,162 km* and can be 

divided roughly into four climatic zones: 

. The Coastal Plain: This is a strip of about 40 miles wide 

along the Indian Ocean which seldom rises beyond 300 m above 

sea level. The strip runs from Tanzania through Kenya to 

the Somalia border. 

  
2. The Somi-orid Low Plateaus Thies extends inland from the 

Coastal Plain. Except for the Wundenyi area where the Taita 

Hills rise to about 1,500 m, much of this region lies at an 

altitude of between 300 - 1,000 m above sea level. 

  
3. The Highland Regions This lies on either side of the Rift 

valley. This highland region has an altitude of between 

1,300 - 2,000 nm and commands sOme of the areas of highest 

agricultural potential in the country. 

4. he Arid Low Plateau: This lies in the northern and the 
  

north-eastern parts of the country. It forms the driest 

region and has the lowest agricultural potential. 

Tn summary, out of the total land area in Kenya, only 20% is made 

up of medium and high potential land, with annual rainfall 

averaging 850 mm or wore. The rest of the country is classified 

as arid and semi-arid land. 

2. DEMOGRAPHIC OVERVIEW 

By 1979, the country’s population stood at 15.3 million. Of this 

population, Kenyan Africans constituted about 98.5 per cent 

leaving only 1.5 per cent to non-Africans - the Europeans, Asians 

and Arabs. To date, the country’s population is 21.4 millions 

with an annual growth rate of 4.1 per cent. Over the years, the 

percentage of non~African population has been decreasing steadily 

as depicted by the fact that they constituted 2.9 per cent in 

1948 but only 1.5 per cent in 1979. 
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a land area of 564,162 km®, the country has an average 

s per sguare kilometre. However, 7 out of 

a population density of over 200 persons per 

$79. 

sity of 29 person 
I 

41 districts hada 

square kilometre by 
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Zw PRE-AKBLE TO COLONIAL QHSET 

ess than a century ago, Kenya consisted of more or less 

antonomous semi-isolated ethnic societies. A subsistence economy 

supported a stable ox slowly growing population. This situation 

I i even for the early part of the colonial era up to around 

1430s. By 1930, colonialism had introduced a new economic system 

basad on capitalism. whis destabilized the prior modes of 

production. The self-sufficient subsistence economy was forced 

to adapt to the wider market economy. Meanwhile, the colonizing 

forces rigovously implemented a policy of appropriation and 

  

alienation of the most fertile lands formerly held by the 

Africans. 

fo This culminated in a bitter struggle between the indigenous 

Africans and the colonial government. The struggle was directed 

primarily at the restoration of political and civil liberties 

shat had been taken away by the imperial power and the 

wossession of the land which nad been appropriated by the 
TE aes 

erionial establishment {Republic of Renya 1989:1; Sorrenson 

1967). 

1+ should be noted thal even before 1963, when Renya attained its 

at several attempts to formulate 
independence, the government made sever 

a land policy that would bring about stability - for it was quite 

clear that the central issue in the various tribal revolts was 
[: 

Land. 

i. aE EVOLUTION OF LAND TENURE SYSTEM IN KENTA 

1 The Pre-Colonial Land Tenure 

rt is now generally agreed among contemporary scholars that 

frican peoples had an elaborate land tenure system before the 

intrusion of colonialism and the process of Westernization, which 

was later to have a devastating effect on indigenous land tenure 

institutions. vimani and Kuria (1977) for example, present 

evidence of the existence of a customary land tenure system in 

Kenya which emphasized communal ownership of land. 
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in spite of the fact +hat the African continent is characterized 

by multi-ethnicity, there is some consensus that African land 

tenure systems were characteristically communally oriented. It 

wags in agreement with this tendency that Nyerere argued that: 
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« ... to us in Africa land was always recognized as 

belonging to the community” {Nyerere 1968:7). 

er scholars subscribing to this view (Njeru 1978:2; Hertz 

1:14 and Manore 1984:9) seem to agree that land was a communal 

percty under ¢lan ownership. and leadership, and that every 

her of the community had the right of use while at the same 

rims there were clear restrictions against alienation and misuse. 

  

Indigenous African land tenure systems also served positive 

functions in the community, forming an integral part of the 
1 

s 

social stricture. These CustoRaly land Len 

the group's security and identity. They were seen to be adjusted 

to the physical and biological environments under which they 

evolved and in equilibrium with the ecological conditions (West, 

grade moon om To mm dom pe od 
STens cnoiiLanea 

   

Despite the explicit collective nature of the customary land 

tenure systems in BRirica, Manore (1984) argues that it was always 

PE «Baan EC So BE nf Ham |B cn an SE 9 OG ad 2 en Be naan gn de eo 5 = 

possipie tH iGentizy 4bGiViauad pueeseouvey  sacsee os ain & 

particular piece of land either in respect to cultivation, 

livestock grazing or hunting ~ights. Manore described the 

customary land tenure system in Africa as a form of communal 
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cultivation rights, fox example, were generally allocated and 

1aval while grazing rights were 
Ng oe en de ies 

controlled at the family leve.l, 

controlled at a much wider societal level. The system had its 

own in built mechanisms of control against alienation and 

landlessness. Tf one had land that exceeded the needs of the 

see mombers of the community with none or 
= o£ wo  smus ma weawe boos saute Bose 

A. EAC LS other members OL Lakh LAelnsisstyg more oo 
A A oe 
FEMLLY 4 OF 

with less land could ask for use of unused land. penial cof 

access to and use of such land was traditionally unacceptable 
£ 

(Friis-Hansen 19873. 

f
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As with all other human social relationships, however, conflicts 

and disputes were not completely absent in the indigenous African 

1and tenure systems. When such disputes and conflicts avose, 

they were resolved by clan elders who were well versed in 

customary land tenure. The traditional land tenure systems were 

therefore comprehensive and encompassed all essential aspects. 

4.2 The Farming Systems in pPre-Colonial Kenya 

The indigenous African farming systems usually embodied more 

than one field system Or micro-environment which were located at 
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varying distances from each other and from the homestead. In 

ach of such fields, there wexe variations in the types of 

commodities produced, the number of individuals involved, and the 

riming and intensity of the activities. This applied to both 

crop farming and livestock rearing. 

£5
 

There existed various farming systems which to a great extent 

determined by the physiographic and socio-ecological 

    

environments. in Kenya, for instance, farming systems 

corrasponded to the five physiographic regions. Due to the 

restrictions imposed by the conditions in these regions, Crop 

farming was limited to the coastal region, thé 1o the 

Lake Region and the Kenya Highlands. On the other hand, 

indigenous livestock rearing was widespread in the northern 

olains and the Nyike Flateau. The Nyika Plateau, a semi~axrid 
     

A a = - ve mf om ie Eemrsmad emer fovmoneeid ol Tay 

Tegra, coll AaLsC support a MOGI UE CRU Laliniig (SSpEliaasy 

¥ 

among the Kamba) based on drought resistant Crops combined with 

cattle rearing. 

on - sew Cr ee famine memmned dd mene nanan hawral hia 

Ty the Horner FLALILS LIE CALAWAY iA br hAJLLEr Gade NE  EsTRO- EEL Lia 

region could support only a low density of nomadic pastoralists. 

Tivelihood was based on animal products derived from cattle, 

camels, donkeys, sheep and goats. Herds and flocks were kept at 

  

ED EE year Na aa afm Tan fm plies wed de £ Apo de . 3 3 

different pilavsd Lo minimize Tne TILER OE dazth egpecially during 

rimes of disaster which were guite frequent. 

tin the highland region, mized farming was practised in fertile, 

3 trimmed £m the forest, This took the form 
Te mpm on me 1, 

CEALE CALL GED Ae LoL A Js obs cf BRR wd ST   
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of bush fallowing or shifting cultivation to allow soil fertility 

to recover. The climatic conditions permitted the production of 

two Crops per year. Crops produced included sorghum, various 

ret, Dean niceon peas, sweel potatoes, bananas, 
Coens aE mi TY es my wy 6 

TYRES 34 ML ALIT Eg AESBUR ALES § ag Tran 

arrow roots and yams. These people also kept some animals, 

primarily for cultural reasons. 

ry summary, there existed two basic systems of farming in Kenya 

the pre-cvolonial days namely: 1ivestock rearing and mixed 

ing. The two types operated at subsistence level as they 

eared to meet the basic needs of the family, the basic 
iw 

social unit that was also economically self-reliant especially 

  

in food production and consumption. 

4.31 whe Onset of Colonialism ~ Its Impact on Land Tenure Systems 

in FRenyé. 

Tn 1902 the famous railway line from Mombasa to Kisumu was 

completed with the purpose of opening the "white Highlands® for 

gottlement. AL the same time, Asian settlement was encouraged   
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of the country. The settlement of 

n the highlands, created the first 

the Kikuyu - whose land the Europeans 

rt
 

  

the land problem had generated gufficient friction 

he indigenous Africans and the foreigners to warrant an 

i nto the problem. This was followed by a series of 

ions culminating in the Carter Commission of 1933 which 

defined the boundaries of the "White Highl ands". The 

ion of the "White Highlands" meant that arable land became 

     

roe resource in reaya. Africans were severely 

aged as huge tract of productive land were alienated 

  

ual or potential gon and use. 

african ownership rights to land were denied on the grounds that 

spomary tenure did not constitute ownership as per the British 

the concept (Breen 1976:20). oo Okoth-Ogendo 

ish saw African land rights to be in the nature 

erests lasted 

    
        memmnimee that the vioghtsa and int 

5% UBNLTUSU Shay + ddsarsaesdy wiles bees Seger 

only as long as the 1and was in use {COkoth-Ogendo 1375:443. This 

was used to justify the Buropesan pecupation of some of the 

physically unoccupied land which was considered as being held by 

] 2 m2 per camden dal nower which was free to arant it. 

3 FE a WF he ef BE up Sst sn Bo ln Teh bn Je eed $8 Sem ie su ie ow ri 

  

     

enough evidence +o show that many Africans were 

i from their land, even the land they were occupying and 

ae errant a he Breen (1976:21), a supreme court 

      

A LW ES hed d bud © FET bstorer Sebi ue Rs bo ied pins Sed fe 

justice dismissed a case in 1921 involving Kikuyu claims to & 

piece of land in Kiambu (in the Kenya Highlands) on the grounds 

rhat under the existing law all African occupied land was the 

and that the African "tenants were 

  

wont mE hes Tedd 

PRE be FF de ARES Buf en cee Fw 

the will of the Crown” 
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However, land pressure was mo unting due to a rapidly growing 

; ad to more agitation especially during 

the decades following the Se cond world War. The British started 

to think in torms of an African mode of land tenure based on a 

sitalist theory of law, land cwnership and development. BY the 

of as ar 11, the situation in some parts of the country 

and the need for measures UO increase land 

ide security of tenure became even more 

culminated in the Ingham Committee of 1949, which 

devising a a better title to jand in the native land 

BA amg 
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Tra recommendations were never implemented. In 1953, the Mau Mau 

rebellion again led the colonial government tO consider private 

1and holding as a political expediency. This move culminated in 

the famous Swynnerton Plan of 1954. The plan, among other 

things, was expected to diffuse the Mau Mau uprising by creating 

a stable class of relatively wealthy farmers (Okoth-0Ogendo 

1675:89). By the end of the emergency, an immense amount of work 

2 

  

   

nad been done in the form of adjudication, consolidation and 

tration in Central Province, which provided registered 

rehip and security of title to land for the Africans 

concerned. By 1958, a Working party was appointed to examine and 

recommend necessary measures to enable the introduction of a 

system of tenure capable of application to all tribal areas in 

Kenya. The report of this Working Party led to what was termed 

rhe "necessary legislation under which the reforms permitted the 

neasures to be applied To all the tribal agricultural ar ef 

  

£8 

cas Co 

Kenya". Such measures included adjudication, registration and 

consolidation and were meant to facilitate the growing of cash 

crops and use of new farming techniques. 

1+ has been argued that one effect of these reforms was the 

transformation of land into a commodity that could be owned - 

initially by clans, then families and eventually by individuals 

and could then be sold (alienated) without consultation. This 

in turn led to a landless class and reduced the number of people 

who could own land {Kimani 1978:5). 

akoth-Ogendo (1975,1378) contends that the land tenure reforms 

resulted in a significant amount of land accumulation. The 

colonial land reforms were planned and imposed without regard to 

the customary land tenure system. Land reforms weakened rural 

sonial structures by destroying the role of land as an economic 

~ase. The functions of many such structures were taken over DY 

the state. In pastoral areas, land reforms resulted in changes 

in the pattern of land use. Pastoralists were forced to adopt 

a sedentary mode of 1ife to which they were unaccustomed. 

py
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By the end of the colonial era, a free enterprise economy rooted 

in individualism had already been established. This new 2eonony 

affected different communities in different ways. For example, 

while the Maasal were pushed into the dry margins, the Kikuyu 

were obliged to depend on the sale of their labour to the White 

of the main challenges for the new 

government was tO ipstitute a smooth transfer of land from 

foreign to indigenous hands and effect the africanisation of 
At independence, one 
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agriculture. Further, the government emphasised maximum 

stilization of the land to increase production. The latter was 

not a new goal. Indeed the Swynnerton plan of 1954 remained a 

blue print. The land tenure reforms advocated in this plan such 

as adjudication, registration and consolidation, which had only 

peen successfully implemented in the Central Province by 1963, 

. extended countrywide. 

  

Mbithi (1974) argues that adjudication, consolidation and 

registration were een as necessary and were therefore 
# x 3 

implemented even after independence since they facilitated 

is 

agricultural development throughs 

eliminating fragmentation via consolidation 

reducing wastage of time and labour 
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poosting the creditworthiness of farmers 

facilitating the introduction of appropriate systems of land 

use and farm planning 

{e) reducing the incidence of land disputes, and 

{£} 
ndividual owners. 2 
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nereasing investment in land by 

These were considered to be the economic benefits of the new land 

reforms which had replaced the customary land tenure system. in 

rv due to the fact 
Bedok 

o 

addition the same m 

that: 
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 Kenya inherited a largely rural economy based on 

z hi 4 a 

subsistence, ana 

it was important to institute market oriented agricultural 

production, essential for national economic growth in a 

economy whose mainstay was agriculture. 
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Those ideas are expounded as official government policy as stated 

in the second Development plan (Republic of Kenya, 19703194), 

4.4 Land reform and Agricultural Development: Government policy 

since 1960 

Tn addition to the aforementioned land reforms including land 

adjudication, registration and consolidation, the Kenya 

government also implemented other land reform related programmes. 

The latter included settlement schemes, jrrigation and land 

reclamation agchemes. 

yf importance among the various settlement programmes that were 

implemented was the "One Million Acre settlement Scheme”. 

Through this scheme, the Kenya Government assisted citizens to 
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rmerly occupied by the White 

finance to finance this 

roment, among other overseas 

te 34,000 families on 135 

0, 000 hectares. 
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to be low density schemes 

1 1% hectares; while 84 were 

ty "schemes with an average farm size of 11 

gv were large scale cooperative farms or ranches. 

the government had spent ELKenya 25 million on this 

  

tand tenure system - popularly 

rise to a class of landless 

their livelihoods as squatters 

the time Xenya attained hey 

quarters required urgent attention 

. to alleviste it, the so-called 

N pe | 2 ae 40 L 808 pbs a 

were sSLarvsi iE 106%. he 

in Central, Coast, Bastern and 

in Hi "One Million Acre Scheme”, 

settlements for squatters was 4.5 
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small loans to enable them to 

wenn raged Renvans Lo Saad en Fwememelo ci b +Pe 

3 SnCour ged Ren FALE wi hd BEE nance no atari tha 
J 

+ schemas" in which members pooled 

sub-division into smallholdings. This 

.d with cooperative farms or ra anches 

pnd 4 nunmel bey De mE snagged on 

Soups hut continued 

  

   Jd not he     

started wvarlous irrigation 

<2 Fyamnles Were the Mawes 
Fak oz den oe 5 

pekerva in Baringo and 

4 in a fall in agricultural 

picked up later. Further, the 

problems with loan repayments. he 

tr strative and supervision n problems in 

schemes. subsequently it became clear 

of money were us sed for land purchase 

+o increase ag gricultural productivity. 

the second development plan {1970~ 
a   
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, government indicated its intention to reduce 

oenditure on land transfers (Republic of Kenya 1870) 

  

     

        

Tmpact of Land Tenure Reform on Agricultural Development 

Government of Kenya implemented the various land tenure 

a way of accelerating the rate of agricultural 

Land adjudication, consolidation and registration 

in Kenya before and after the country 

independence. Various arguments were offerd in 

we process; for example to facilitate borrowing for 
i dh 3 a Eh § vd 1928) T+ wae oxnected . It was exnentad qf 

Ae g £ALL EB LeU FAL Eo oF EP CP od 

lopment. {Njexrd 

would be in a position to use their farm title as 

1 in negotiating with financial institutions. It was 

argued that land citles, by providing security of tenure, would 
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Lor AS an incentive Dor Larner sn inwost in their holdings. The 
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igsuing of titles would also expected to reduce costly 

3 ation, particularly in the densely settled areas. By 

facilitating land transactions, the titles were expected to pave 

ee fem Alast daam le dea rwen and nrofitably utilize 
2 on 0 or 2 

The way Ion ambLELGUES AnGIVAERass wv wes Sse poms oEEs 

land. This, it was argued, would eventually increase 
oa 

productivity. 

im 

However, counted ADJURSHUS have been raised with respect to land 

reform in Kenya. T+ has been noted that adjudication, 
3 

reaistration and consolidation nave led to landlessness on the 

and the development of large unutilized holdings on the 

orme in Zenya also gave rise to deep-seated 

ts some of which are costly and time 

Shipton 1988). Some people, for instance, 

sell their undisputed pieces of land to 

& Cinan “he settlement of other land disputes. 

rhe conflicts and disputes referred to above have in fact 

tegration at both the community and national 

ranily feuds and loss of lives are COMRON concomitants 

land reforms. in general, the privatization of land 
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ownership gave rise to jandlessness and alienation as the land 

A ha 

teed a commodity status. other consequences of the land 

include inequality é ing from the unequal distribution 

The wich bought tand over and above thelr normal 
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: at the time of adjudication. This led to the 

neentration of the best land in very few hands. Quite often 

and in contradiction of expectations, smallholders failed 

fmm evmdiv from nublic and private lenders for the 
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development of their farms. wn    
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rand reform in Kenya, a8 it favoured men against women, also 

downplayed the status and role of women as the actual utilizers 

of land. tt should also be noted that land tenure reform in 

suited a sedentary mode of agriculture. It served to 

lize pastoral communities which lost access to key land 

  

The foregoing arguments tend to guestion the assumption that land 

roform has brought about agricultural development in Kenya. it 

pparent that 1and reform has the potential both to retard and 

  

Rope 

accelerate development, both within and outside the 

seuitural sector. In the circumstances, policy makers ana 

ers should be cautious about a full-scale and unqualified 

jementation of land tenure reforms that are modelled on the 

  

   

    

Western system. 

   
%e cepmmendations and lessons from the Kenyan Experience 

(a) Land tenure reform should take into account the social and 

  

economic circumstances of the various population groups. 
FALE 

In Kenya, land veform has worked against the interssis cf 

pastoralists and women. 

(by Land tenure reform is a slow process, often costly and 
at wn rds FUL 

ST ddly 07 Du rt EL La £immmem and OF z 

craates Che neal Tor SARCernalL FAananocs ail SRPpeYT CARL Wa Sw EE 

(cy Countries +hat have had a history of colonial domination, 

should weigh their options carefully before adopting and 

Tand Lan ws that are rooted in foreign 
and tenure systems taat are 

jtutions. Land reform should comprehensively 

incorporate customary 1and tenure systems to minimise the 
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subsequent soclal and economic costs. 

To protect the poor from exploitation by the zich, the 

authorities should control land sales. Where sales must 

take place, prices ehould be subject to Some form of 

oy
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control. 

should be instituted tO effectively discourage 

s+ leave the sellers landless, thereby triggering 

of other socio-economic and political problems. 

  

yin the absence of the necessary supporting services for 

smaliholder agriculture, tand adjudication, registration and ao i
 

    rami dndd me meh dove tireless on their own. Security of 

Loh FALERRS A LAER te de WSR Toh rt Be Aris WW I in pepe RE IEE 2a a zt = TEE = = 

individual land title is not a sufficient incentive for the 

development of land and agriculture. 
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{¢) National land reforms should avoid radically novel and 

  

disruptive conseguences Vigeaev existing social 

structures and kinship institutions. The latter should be 

recognized and adequately harnessed to reduce the risk of 

landlessness and facilitate 2 smooth transition and the 

regolution of emerging conflicts. 

Attempts at nat rional land reform should be made within the 

context of the country’s wider policy objectives on 

development. 
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(iy Prior consultation between rhe policy making and 

implementing bodies and the target populations are 

prerequisites for the success of land reform. paternalistic 

approaches and the imposition of reforms generale 

resentment. Lack of compliance still remains an unresolved 

problem in the pastoral areas of Kenya. 

{13 Concerted e need to be made to rehabilitate the 

victims oi as lmponod land such efforts could 

take the form of improved access ho appropriate income- 

generating activities and or re-settlement. 

(x) In Kenya tne gradivimnyl Jrrituden hyn 7Ot been completely 

displaced. Th 13 problem of fragmentation, for example, 

continues Lo recur even after consolidation. whis is due 

toy the belief that a son mas + inherit land from the father. 

  

{1} Individualization of 1and does not necessarily lead to 

inpueised utilization of land. AmGng other factors such as 

1ack of capital and access tO credit facilities, there is 

a Lendonoy tn hold large tracts of land solely for 

gpeculative purposes. 
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